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Abstract 
Squags arise from the co-ordinatization of Steiner triple systems. We will present a 
strengthened version of the representation theorem given by S. Klossek for finite distributive 
squags and generalize this theorem to the class of all finite nilpotent squags. 
1. Introduction 
Klossek, in [12], presented representation and construction theorems for finite 
distributive squags. Unfortunately, the representation obtained by her representation 
theorem is too weak to be used in connection with her powerful construction 
theorems. In Section 4, we will strengthen her theorem and generalize it to all finite 
nilpotent squags. (We are using the universal algebraic concept of nilpotence as given 
in [2].) We will see our representation theorem to be indeed a generalization of 
Klossek’s result: every distributive squag is nilpotent in the squag theoretic sense 
- this has been proven in [l, 121 - and in Section 5 we see that the universal 
algebraic and squag theoretic concepts of nilpotence coincide. In Section 6, we will 
briefly discuss the interaction of the improved representation theorem with Klossek’s 
construction theorems. 
In this paper we use commutator theory and universal algebra in general as 
presented in [2, 61. We endeavour to provide as much detail as possible to allow the 
reader inexperienced in these fields to understand the concepts and methods. 
A squag is an algebra (S; 0) of type (2) satisfying the equations: 
x*x=x 
(A) x-y =y.x 
x*(x*y) = y 
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Squags arise from the co-ordinatization of Steiner triple systems (see [S]) and have 
been well studied. Two interesting subvarieties are the class of all distributive squags, 
i.e. squags satisfying the additional equation: 
(x*y)*(x*z) = x*(y*z) 
and the class of all medial squags, i.e. squags satisfying the additional equation: 
(w*x)*(y*x) = (w*y)*(x*z). 
Distributive squags are also called commutative reflection spaces (kommutative 
Spiegelungsrlume) and symmetric distributive quasigroups. The finite members of 
each variety can be nicely characterized via their corresponding Steiner triple systems: 
finite distributive squags are exactly those squags that correspond to Hall triple 
systems, i.e. to Steiner triple systems whose subplanes are the affine (9-element) plane 
over GF(3), and finite medial squags are those corresponding to affine geometries 
over GF(3). Clearly every medial squag is distributive. 
2. Notation 
To further simplify the presentation of our - rather technical - proofs we will use 
the following notation: Given a vector XEA”, xi denotes the ith component of x. 
Similarly, ifp : A” x A” -+ A”, then we sayp is a polynomial in x and y if every (p(x, y))i 
isapolynomialinx,, . . . ,xn,yl, . . . , yn. Since we will frequently consider projections, 
we will denote the image ofxE A” under the projection onto the components i to j with 
X[i, j], i.e. X[i, j] = (Xi, Xi+ 1 ) . . . ,Xj). We will also use the abbreviation xtjr = xtl,jl. Note 
that x~i,i] = xi; but, in general, xtil # xi. Moreover, Or,, is the vector (0, . . . ,O) E GF(3)“. 
We will omit the subscript [n] if the number of components in 0 is obvious from the 
context. Vectors with small numbers of non-zero entries will also be used frequently. If 
aeGF(3) then ar[ii denotes the vector in GF(3)” given by 
(lZlJ])j = 
i 
a ifi=j, 
0 ifi#j. 
Note that Otnl = O,,,. ril For a set X c GF(3)“, the support of X is given by 
sup(X) = {i 1 VEX :xi # 01. We abbreviate sup(x) = sup({x}) if xeGF(3)“. The car- 
dinality of the support is called the weight w(X), i.e. w(X) = 1 sup(X) I. Again we 
abbreviate w(x) = w({x}) if XE GF(3)“. Note that w(x) is commonly called the 
Hamming-weight of x. If z = ((x1, yi), (x2, y2), . . . ,(x,, y,))e(A x B)” then ZA and 
zBdenotetheelementszA =(x1,x2, . . ..x.,)~A”andz~=(yi,y~, . . . ,y,)~B”.r.~and 
o,& are the maximal and minimal congruences on an algebra &’ = (A; Q), i.e. L.~ = A2 
and o,~ = {(x, x) : x E A}. If o! and /3 are any congruences on the algebra d = (A; 52) 
in a congruence modular variety, then [cr, b] is the commutator of CI and fi. A complete 
definition of the commutator can be found in [2]. Another congruence of importance 
in this paper is the center i(d) of an algebra &’ = (A; Q). It is the maximal 
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congruence a on d such that [z.~, a] = w,~. If a is any congruence on an algebra 
(A; a) and x E A, then [Ix] CI is the congruence class of c( containing x. Moreover, given 
a set A4 c A, O.“(M) denotes the smallest congruence on d containing M x M. 
3. A universal algebraic tool 
Some (universal) algebras contain a group structure. These algebras are called 
afJine: 
Definition 3.1. Let d = (A; 52) be any algebra. d is called aj‘ine if and only if there 
exists an abelian group d’ = (A; + , - ,O) and a ternary term function z(x, y, z) of 
d such that 
r(x,y,z)=x-y+z forallx,y,zEA 
and 
{(x, y, z, U) 1 x + y = z + U> is a subalgebra of d4. 
If this abelian group exists it is called the group associated with d and the term 
function r is called a diflerence function for &. 
A related concept is nilpotence - a generalization of the group theoretic concept to 
congurence modular varieties: 
Definition 3.2. Let d = (A; 52) be an algebra in a congruence modular variety. Let 
{4i}i= i, be the sequence of congruences on d given by: 
if i = 0, 
Lip 1, L,~] otherwise. 
~2 is said to be of nilpotence class k if & = od but & 1 # w.~. An algebra of 
nilpotence class 1 is also called abelian. 
It is well known that an algebra d = (A; Q) with 1 A 1 > 1 is nilpotent of class k if 
and only if &‘/I(&) is nilpotent of class k - 1. Christian Herrmann has shown in [lo] 
that the affine algebras in modular varieties are exactly the abelian algebras. The main 
tool in the proof of our representation theorem is the description of the structure of 
the non-alline algebras in a congruence modular variety given by Freese and 
McKenzie in [2]. This description uses the following concept of a product of two 
algebras: 
Definition 3.3 (Freese and McKenzie [2]). Let _Z! = (Q; F’ : i E I) and G? = 
(B; F i : i E I ) be algebras in a modular variety. Let 9 be affine with associated group 
(Q; + , . , 0). Let T be a system of maps Ti : I?“, + Q, (i E I) where ni is the arity of F i. 
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Then d = g OTZ? is defined to be the algebra with: 
F’(a) = (F i(Ug), F ‘(UQ) + Ti(Us)) 
where ae(B x Q)“. 
Heuristically B OT_S! is the direct product of S? and _C? with a twist (given by T) in the 
second component. Note that in [2] 549 and 9 are exchanged. The notation has been 
modified to match the use in [12]. 
The finite abelian squags, i.e. the finite squags of nilpotence class 1, are the finite 
medial squags, the squags corresponding to affine geometries over GF(3). Applied to 
the theory of squags the description in [Z] becomes therefore: 
Theorem 3.4 (Freese and McKenzie [2]). Let Y be a squag. Let 92 = 9/[(Y) where 
((9) denotes the center of Y. Then there exists an afJine squag d and a system T of 
maps as described above such that Y g 92 @ Td and the centre of 99 oT& is the kernel 
of the projection onto W. 
4. Representation of finite nilpotent squags 
The theorem of Klossek in [12] that we will generalize is: 
Theorem 4.1 (Klossek [12]). Let 9 = (S; ??) be a finite distributive squag generated 
by the set A = {ao,aI, . . . , a,_ 1 } and not by any proper subset of A. Let 
1 [a,,][(Y)I = 3* and i(Y) 5 F--(Y) where 9(Y) is the Fratini congruence ofY, i.e. the 
intersection of the maximal congruences on 9. Then there exists an m-dimensional 
vector space V with m 2 n - 1 and a polynomial p: V2 + V over GF(3) such that 
(1) ~(0, 0) = 0, i.e. the polynomials Pi have no constant terms. 
(2) (P(x,y))~,-11 = ofor any x,yE V. 
(3) p(x, 0) = 0 = P(O> x) f or all xE V, i.e. all monomials of every pi(X,y) contain 
elements of both sets {x1, . . . ,x,} and { yl, . . ,y,}. 
(4) For n < i < m - Y the polynomial Pi(x,y) does not depend on the variables 
x,,-,.+~, . . . ,x, andy,-r+,, . . . ,Y,,,. 
(5) Y is isomorphic to Y = (V; * ) where 
x*y = ---y++(x,y). 
(6) The Fratini congruence F(9) is the kernel of the projection onto theJirst (n - 1) 
components. This projection is a squag homomorphism. 
(7) c(9) is the kernel of the projection onto the first (m - r) components, this 
projection is also a squag homomorphism. 
(8) @:Y.-?.+ Y can be chosen such that $(ai) = lag, for all i with 0 < i < n and 
4(a0) = 0. 
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Since every abelian (i.e. medial) squag is isomorphic to an ((GF(3))“; 0 ) with 
xcy= - x -y, Theorem 3.4 can be used to prove the following representation 
theorem by induction over the class of nilpotence: 
Theorem 4.2. Let Y = (S; ??) be a finite squag of nilpotence class k. Then there exists 
an m-dimensional vector space V, a polynomial p : V 2 -+ V over GF(3), and a sequence 
1 < n1 < ‘.. < nk = m of integers such that 
(1) Zf 1 <s < n and n, < i <n,+,, the& the polynomial Pi(x,y) does not depend 
on the variablesx,,+I, . . . ,x, andy,+l, . . . ,y,,,. 
(2) (P(x,Y))I,,~ = ofor all x,y E V. 
(3) v = (V; o ) is isomorphic to Y where x oy = - x - y + p(x, y). 
(4) The center [(9’) corresponds to the kernel of the projection onto the jirst nk- , 
components of ^Y-, this projection is a squag homomorphism. 
(5) Ifo:~=50<51d~2d ... < & = zr, is the upper central series of 9 then for 
any 1 d j d k the congruence tj corresponds to the kernel of the projection onto theJirst 
nk j components of 9 ^. 
The polynomialp’in this theorem will have in fact several further properties, that 
are simple consequences of the defining equations (A) of a squag: 
Lemma 4.3. Let V be an m-dimensional vector space over GF(3), (V; ??) be a squag and 
p: V * -+ V a polynomial over GF(3) such that x.y = -x - y +p(x, y). 
Then for all x, y E V: 
(B) p(x,x) = 0: 
(C) P(X>Y) = Pti>x), 
(D) P(X,Y) = p(x>x*y) 
Equation (B) implies that the polynomialspi have no constant terms. Equations (C) 
and (D) say thatp is constant on pairs from the same block, i.e. 2-generated subsquag. 
It is clear that for any given finite nilpotent squag Y there may be different 
representations satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.2. These representations can 
only differ in the choice of the polynomialp. In the following, we will denote the set of 
all possible polynomials p satisfying 4.2 for a given finite nilpotent squag 9 with 
Cp(.Y). We will show now that this polynomialp can always be chosen such that all 
monomials of each pi must contain at least one of x1, x2, . . ,Xi_ 1 and one of 
Y13Y2, ... ,Yi- 1. 
Lemma 4.4. For every Jinite nilpotent squag 9’ there exists p E ‘p(Y) such that for all 
XEV 
p(x, 0) = 0. 
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The major tool in the proof of Lemma 4.4 is the use of appropriately defined 
isomorphisms. Lemma 4.5 provides this tool: 
Lemma 4.5. Let V be an m-dimensional vector space over GF(3), Y” = (V; ??) be 
a squag and p: V2 -+ V a polynomial over GF(3) such that 
x-y = -x-y +p(x,y) 
and pi@, y) does not depend on the variables Xi, . . . ,x, and yi, . . . ,ym. Let k E { 2, . . . , m} 
and let II(z): GF(3)k-1 -+ GF(3) be a polynomial over GF(3). Let 4: V + V be the 
function 
ddx) = 1. :i + n(x,k_ll) ; ; f E 
Let 0 be the binary operation on V dejined by xoy = -x -y + q(x, y) where 
q: V 2 + V is the polynomial over GF(3) given by 
i 
Pitx7 Y) if 1 d i < k, 
(E) qi(x>J’) = Pk(X,Y) + n(x[k-l]) + n@[k-l] + n((X*y)[k-I]) if i = k, 
Pi(Q,(Xh 4(Y)) i.i<kdm. 
Then themapping c#J:(V; ??)-(V; 0) is an isomorphism with 4-l given by 
4-‘(x) = xi if i # k, 
Xi - n(Xrk- 11) if i = k. 
Moreover, ifp~ !$I(%‘“) then qE V(V). 
Since the proof of Lemma 4.5 is completely straightforward, it has been omitted. 
The following proof of Lemma 4.4 is due to R.W. Quackenbush: 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. Suppose there is no suchp and that V is m-dimensional. Then let 
p E ‘!JJ(Y) be a polynomial with maximal k such that 
(p(x, O))[k_ II = 0 for all XE I/. 
Clearly 1 < k < m. Let ?? be the squag operation corresponding to p and let 
IZ: GF(3)k-’ + GF(3) be the polynomial over GF(3) with II(x) =p&z, 0). Consider 
the polynomial q given by Lemma 4.5. Clearly 
(q(-%O))[~-II = (p(%O))[k-l] = 0 for allxEv. 
Moreover, for x E V 
q(x,o), =P/c(~?~) + fl(x[k-lj) + n(o,k-l,) + fl((x*O),k-l,) 
= PI& 0) + PRk 0) + PkF4 0) + P/c(X.0,0) 
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and by equations (B) and (D) we obtain 
4(x, O), =Pk(X* 0) +p& 0) + 0 +p&, 0) 
= 3&(X, 0) = O&(X, 0) = 0. 
Since by Lemma 4.5 qe$J(9) this contradicts the maximality of k. 0 
Before we specify the polynomials for distributive squags even more closely, we will 
examine some additional properties of the polynomials described in Lemma 4.4. The 
following Lemmas 4.6 and 4.8 are due to R.W. Quackenbush. 
Lemma 4.6 (Quackenbush). Let v = (V; ??) be a squag, where V is an m-dimensional 
vector space ouer GF(3), and p : V2 -+ V a polynomial over GF(3) such that 
x*y = -X-Y +P(TY) 
and pi(x, y) does not depend on the variables xi, . . ,x, and yi, . . ,y,,,. Let 1 < k < m, 
s E (1, . . . , k} and let (Q; . ) be a subsquag of Y. Then 
sup(Q) ES * ~x,~~Q:(~(~,~))[k+l.rnl = 0. 
Since the proof of this lemma is utterly trivial we omit it. An immediate 
consequence of Lemma 4.6 is the following corollary: 
Corollary 4.7. Let V be an m-dimensional vector space over GF(3), let Y = (V; ??) be 
a squag, and let p: V 4 + V be a polynomial over GF(3) such that 
x*y = -X-Y +p(x,y) 
and p,(x, y) does not depend on the variables Xi, . ,x, and yi, . . , ym and 
p(O,x) = 0 
for all XE V. Then for all x, YE V 
(w((x,Y}) d 1 * P(X,Y) = 0) and (P(x,Y))[zI = 0 
Proof. Since ~(0, x) = 0 for all XE V, 0 ox = - x. Therefore, for every XE V the set 
{0,x, -x} forms a subsquag of 9’“. If sup({x,y}) c {j} then 
(P(x3Y))[l, j] = (P("~o))[l.j] = O 
(P(x, Y))[j + 1, ml = 0 by Lemma 4.6 
which establishes the implication. Since p2(x, y) depends only on x1 and yl, 
(PkY))[Zl = (P((&I;~ (YxIhZl = 0 
verifies the second statement. 0 
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The next result permits us to describe the polynomials for finite distributive squags 
even better. 
Lemma 4.8 (Quackenbush). For every finite nilpotent squag Y there exists p E (p(.Y) 
such that the following conditions hold (where Y = (V; o ) is the corresponding squag 
described in Theorem 4.2): 
(1) For all x E V, 
p(x, 0) = 0. 
(2) Let m be the dimension of V. If 
s z {li$ . . . ) I#} 
and the subsquag (Q; o ) of v generated by Su{Ol,,} is medial, then 
p(x,y) = 0 for allx,yEQ, 
i.e. xoy = -x-yfor allx,yEQ. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.4 we know there are polynomials in v(Y) satisfying condition (1). 
We have to show that among those polynomials we can find a polynomial p also 
satisfying condition (2). Suppose this is not possible. Then let 9’ be a counterexample 
with minimal m. Choose p~‘lp(Y) such that the number of medial subsquags 
9’ = (Q’; 0 ) of V for which condition (2) fails is also minimal. From among these 9’ 
pick a subsquag A! generated by 
(0, I[$, . . . ,I;$]} with i, < i, whenever s < t 
such that j is minimal. By Corollary 4.7 m b 3 and j 2 2. Since Lemma 4.8 obviously 
holds for medial squags Y we have m > j 2 2. Since m is minimal, we also know 
that (p(x, y))t,,,_ 1I = 0 for all x, YE Q. Therefore, by the minimality of j, Xi = 0 for all 
XEQ and i$(ir, . . . ,ij, m}. Since the components in { 1, . . . , m}\{iI, . . . , ij, m} would 
be unnecessary for this counterexample, by the minimality of m in fact 
(1, . . . ,m> = (6 ,..., ij,m),i.e.j=m-landi,=kforallk=l ,..., m-l.Let 
3 = ((0, lr[m”:, 2;;;); 0 ). 
By Corollary 4.7 1 Q 1 = 3”- l. Therefore 9 E _Z? x 1. Since both 9! and _% are medial, 
so is Y and for medial squags we know Lemma 4.8 to hold. 0 
Since every 3-generated distributive squag is medial, we obtain immediately the 
following corollary: 
Corollary 4.9. If 5p = (S; ??) is a finite distributive squag then there exist a p E ‘p(9) 
such that for all x, y E V 
Pk 0) = 0 
W({X,Y], G 2 * PkY) = 0 
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(P(X?Y))[31 = 0
(where V = (V; o ) is the corresponding squag described in Theorem 4.2). 
Using the preceding lemmas and some further arguments we can now formulate 
a stronger version of Theorem 4.2. 
Theorem 4.10 (Main representation theorem). Let Y = (S; ??) be a finite squag of 
nilpotence class k. Then there exists an m-dimensional vector space V, a polynomial 
p: V2 + V over GF(3), and a sequence 1 < n, < ... < nk = m of integers such that 
(1) If1 < s < nand n, < i < n,+Ir then the polynomialpi(x,y) does not depend on the 
variables x,,+ 1, . . . ,x, andy,+,, . . . ,Y,,,. 
(2) For all x, YE V 
(P(x~Y))IfI*l = 0 . 
(3) V- = (V; 0 ) is isomorphic to Y where 
xoy = -x -y +&,y). 
(4) The center c(9) corresponds to the kernel of the projection onto the first nk_ 1 
components of “Y, this projection is a squag homomorphism. 
(5) LfW, = 50 d 51 6 52 < ... < & = ty is the upper central series of y then for 
any 1 d j 9 k the congruence tj corresponds to the kernel of the projection onto thefirst 
nk _ j components of v. 
(6) For all x, YE V 
P(X?Y) = Pcv, x). 
(7) For all XE V 
p(x, 0) = 0, 
i.e. no Pi has a constant term and all monomials in each Pi(x, y) contain variables from 
both sets {x1, . . . ,xi-1) and (~1, ... ,yi-l}* 
(8) For all x,y~ V 
d{X>Y}, d 1 * PkY) = 0. 
(9) Zf k > 1 then nl > 2. 
If Y is even distributive, the polynomial p also satisjes: 
(10) For all x, ye V 
w({x, y}) < 2 =C- P(X,Y) = 0. 
(11) If k > 1 then nl > 3. 
(12) For any 1 < i d j d m, the set (0, 1 ii], lKI} generates a medial subsquag 
~=(Q;~)suchthatsup(Q)={i,j}andforallx,y~Q:x~y= -x-y. 
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(13) For allx,y~ V 
P( -x9 -y) = - P(X,Y)? 
i.e. all monomials in each Pi(X, y) have an odd number of factors. 
Proof. All parts but (13) follow immediately from earlier theorems and lemmas. To 
verify part (13) consider 
x +y -P(TY) = - (XOY) 
= Oo(xoy) 
= (oox)~(o~y) 
=(--40(-y) 
Therefore 
=x+y+p(-x, -y) 
-PkY) ‘PC -4 -Y). cl 
The nilpotence of the squags considered was essential in our proofs of the preceding 
theorems. The following theorem of the author - proven in [9] - shows that the 
nilpotence is even necessary to obtain these representation theorems: 
Theorem 4.11. Let 9’” = (V;.) be a squag with the following properties: 
(1) V is an m-dimensional vector space over GF(3). 
(2) There exists a positive integer k and an increasing sequence 0 = no < nl < ... 
< nk = m of integers such that the binary operation ??is given by 
x*y = --x-Y +p(x,y) 3 
where p: V2 + V is a polynomial over GF(3) such that for all 0 d t < k and 
n,<i<n,+, the polynomialp&, y) does not depend on xn,+ 1, . . . ,x,,, and yn,+ 1, . . . ,ym. 
Then -Y- is nilpotent of class at most k. 
Note that a weakened version with k = m is an immediate consequence of [ll, 
Lemma 4.36 and Theorem 13.91. 
5. Concepts of nilpotence 
A comparison between Klossek’s representation theorem (Theorem 4.1 in this 
paper) and Theorem 4.10 shows clearly that the latter improves and generalizes the 
former with the exception of its parts (6) and (8), provided that every distributive 
squag is nilpotent. It is well known that every distributive squag is squag-nilpotent. 
(We recall the definition of squag-nilpotence below.) We will see that - for 
distributive squags - squag-nilpotence coincides with nilpotence. 
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In [l] Bruck defines and discusses the concept of an associator subloop for 
Moufang loops of exponent three. He uses this concept to introduce the idea of 
nilpotence to the theory of such algebras. In [12] Klossek translated these concepts of 
commutator and nilpotence into the theory of distributive squags. (Distributive 
squags are functionally equivalent to Moufang loops of exponent 3.) Definitions 5.1 
and 5.4 are essentially her definitions expressed in terms of congruences rather than 
normal subalgebras: 
Definition 5.1 (Bruck and Klossek). Let .Y = (,Yp; ??) be a distributive squag and 
e E S. Let a and b be congruences on Y. Then the squag theoretic commutator of z and 
fl will be denoted as C(c(, p) and is defined as 
(X(x,/$ = O,‘({(e,f,(a,b,c))Iaae & bES & c/?e}), 
where f,(a, b, c) = ((e ??a) ??(b ??c)) ??(((e ??c) ??(b ??a)) ??e). 
Since f&a, b, c) can easily be shown to be a commutator term in the sense of 
Vaughan-Lee (see [2, 13]), we immediately obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.2. Let cx and p be congruences on the distributive squag 9. Then 
C% PI 2 w, PI. 
It has been shown in [7] that the two commutators coincide if one of the two 
congruences is r,,: 
Theorem 5.3. Let c1 be a congruence on the distributive squag Y. Then 
CR, b-1 = (-wG b ) 
Proof. Let Y = (S; ??), rt be the canonical homomorphism z : Y --f Y/C(lw, tTF). For 
every congruence y on Y let rc(a) denote the congruence on Y/C(a, r;/) generated by 
@(a), n(b)) I wbj. If eeS, then N, = {(x, x)1 x~rc([e] a)} is a normal subalgebra of 
(Y/CZ(a, z,~))‘. Since the variety of squags is congruence regular (see [3,4]) there exists 
a unique congruence be on (P/C(a, r.‘*))’ with class N,, i.e. N, = [(z(e), n(e))]P,. For 
u, v E Y/(X(%, I~/) it can be shown that (u, u)p(v, v). Therefore 
(F) /j 1 @(.y~~z.,.,)2 ({((u, u), (a, a)) I(4 v) E 44l) = 4gJx,,,,,~, 
where A n(a) CJfK,z8,,j~ is defined as in [2]. If U[X(CI), 7c(l.,)]b, then 
n(a) 
(a, b) E A,%J 
and therefore by inclusion (F), cx,!3b. This implies a = b, i.e.[rc(a), 7r(zY)] = CC):~. We 
have shown that [cc, j?] g &;(a, p). Together with Theorem 5.2, this completes the 
proof. 0 
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Definition 5.4 (Bruck and Klossek). Let Y = (S; ??) be any distributive squag. Then 
let Y0 = Y and Yn+i = (S,,+i;* ) be the subalgebra generated by 
fe(S.,S,S) = {(e,f,(a,b,c))lac= & a~S,+i & beS & cpe}, 
where fe is the polynomial given in Definition 5.1. If Sk = {e} and Sk _ i # {e} then 9’ is 
said to be of squag-nilpotence class k. Moreover, we will consider the trivial (i.e. 
l-element) squag also to be of squag-nilpotence class 1. 
Theorem 5.3 clearly implies: 
Corollary 5.5. In the theory of distributive squags, the universal algebraic and the 
squag-theoretic concepts of nilpotence coincide. 
6. Construction of finite nilpotent squages 
In this section we will give an example of the usefulness of the improved representa- 
tion Theorem 4.10. In [12] Klossek presents the following powerful recursive con- 
struction theorems for distributive squags: 
Theorem 6.1 (Klossek [12]). Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over GF(3) and 
let (V; ??) be a subdirectly irreducible distributive squag of nilpotence class k such that 
there exist a polynomial p: V2 + V over GF(3) with the following properties: 
(1) xoy = --x -y +p(x,Y)for all x,YE V. 
(2) p,(x,Y) = Ofor all x,YE V. 
(3) p(& 0) = 0. 
(4) For all x, Y E V 
sup(+)) = (1) * P&Y) = 0. 
(5) The center i((V; 0)) is the kernel of the projection onto thejirst n - 1 compo- 
nents. 
(6) The polynomialsP&,Y) do not depend on x,, and y,. 
Then the n + 2 dimensional vector space W over GF(3) with the operation 0 dejined 
by 
I 
-Xi -yi if i<2 
(x~y)~ = (X~j,“+2]‘Y~3,n+Z])i-2 if 3<i<n+l 
(~[3,n+2l*Y~3,n+2l)n + (x3 -Y3) 
Xl Yl 
I I 
if i=n+2 
x2 Yz 
is a subdirectly irreducible distributive squag of nilpotence class k and the center 
[((W; o )) is the kernel of the projection onto the jirst n + 1 components of W. 
Theorem 6.2 (Klossek [12]). Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over GF(3) and let 
(V; ??> be a subdirectly irreducible distributive squag of nilpotence class k such that there 
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exists a polynomialp: V2 -+ V over GF(3) with the following properties: 
(1) x-y = -x -y +p(x,y) for allx,yE V. 
(2) p(O,y) = 0 for all YE V. 
(3) The center [((V; ??)) is the kernel of the projection onto thefirst n - 1 components 
of v. 
(4) The polynomials pi(x,y) do not depend on x, and y,,. 
Let W be an m-dimensional vector space over GF(3) and let (W; 0 ) be a subdirectly 
irreducible distributive squag of nilpotence class j such that there exists a polynomial 
q : W 2 + W over GF(3) with the following properties: 
(1) (xoy)= -x-y+q(x,y)forallx,yEW. 
(2) q(O,y) = 0 for ally E W. 
(3) The center c(( W; o )) is the kernel of the projection onto the first m - 1 
components of W. 
(4) The polynomials qi(x, y) do not depend on x, and y,,,. 
Then the (n + m - 1)-dimensional vector space U over GF(3) with the opera- 
tion * defined by 
: 
(X[“1 ??Y[nlh if l<i<n, 
(G) X*Y = X~,,“+,-l]“Y~n,n+m-l])i-n+l if n<i<n+m-1, 
(x~,,,+,-~]oY[~,~+~-~I)~ +P&~,Y~,I) if i = n + m - 1 
is a subdirectly irreducible distributive squag of nilpotence class max(k, j). 
Note that in the third case of equation (G) the polynomial pn does not depend 
onx, ory,. 
It is clear that Klossek’s own representation theorem (Theorem 4.1 in this paper) is 
too weak to be used with these construction theorems, but the new Theorem 4.10 is 
applicable. Since every nilpotence class of distributive squags has to contain at least 
one subdirectly irreducible squag and this squag can be represented as described in 
Theorem 4.10, we obtain the following corollary: 
Corollary 6.3. For every k > 2 there are infinitely many finite subdirectly irreducible 
distributive squags of nilpotence class k. 
Corollary 6.3 is also a consequence of [Z, Proposition 7.81. 
7. Open questions 
While the representation Theorem 4.10 provides some properties of the poly- 
nomialsp, it does not limit the size of the monomials. The known examples use large 
sums of small monomials as they would be created by both the construction theorems. 
It would be interesting to determine whether there are examples of distributive squags 
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whose representations require large monomials, or whether monomials of a length 
3 or 4 always suffice. The author suspects that the answer depends on whether the 
squags are distributive or not. The representation theorems in this paper do not 
increase the nilpotence class of any squags. Are there any recursive constructions for 
nilpotent squags that raise the nilpotence class? Are there any such constructions for 
distributive squags? Finally, it is still open whether for distributive squags the 
squag-commutator as defined in Definition 5.1 coincides with the universal algebraic 
commutator. 
Some of the results presented in this paper are also included in the PhD thesis [8] 
and Diplom thesis [7] of the author. The remaining results originated from the 
research conducted by the author during his stay at Brandon University. 
The author would like to thank the referees for their constructive criticism and their 
helpful suggestions. 
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